Paths of Wisdom

Acclaimed as an instant classic on its original publication and eagerly sought by students of
magic ever since, _Paths of Wisdom_ is a comprehensive introduction to the theory and
practice of the magical Cabala, as practiced in the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and
most other contemporary Western occult traditions. Engaging and accessible, yet packed with
material found in few other books, it illumines the Cabalistic underpinnings of todays
Hermetic magic as never before. From the fundamentals of Cabalistic philosophy, through a
detailed examination of the Spheres and Paths of the Tree of Life, to the magical disciplines
that bring the symbolism to life as a potent toolkit for self-knowledge and esoteric attainment,
_Paths of Wisdom_ is your guide to the principles and practices of the magical Cabala.
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Upon its original publication in 1996, Paths of Wisdom was hailed as the definitive
introduction to the magical Cabala—the tradition of Paths of Wisdom gives readers the
complete instructions to perform Cabalistic magick. Through meditation, Pathworking,
magical rituals, and mystical Editorial Reviews. About the Author. John Michael Greer is the
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Then the book delves deeply into the symbolism of the magical Cabala, including one of the
most complete explanations ever of the spheres and paths on the Tree of Life.Paths of
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- 8 min - Uploaded by Occult HyveAbout the key of the 33 degree system in which the 32
Paths of Wisdom are embedded. The Paths of Wisdom: The Magical Cabala in the Western
Tradition [John Michael Greer] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The answer for
such destructive foolishness is to embrace the wisdom of God. Proverbs 9:10 reminds us, “The
fear of the Lord is the beginning Paths of Wisdom introduces the reader to the Qabalah in a
way that is fairly easy for a novice to understand, as well as making the book interesting, to
those who
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